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Accelerating 
performance
Harnessing innovation in architecture, 
building technology and workplace design, 
BSR Building II delivers an environment 
designed to unleash business potential for 
its tenants.

The building will provide a new level of 
workplace interaction and connectivity 
in an environment that will inspire tenants 
every day. Every aspect of the tower from 
the full-height glass façade to the open plan 
layout is designed to optimise sustainability 
performance. The result is a highly efficient 
working environment that combines floor-
to-floor connectivity with natural light, 
comfort and space. 

Understanding modern business needs, 
our new office tower makes the connection 
between work, place and space.
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Location
The Project is situated in the eastern 
section of the Sofia city center, in Slatina 
region, on the corner of Shipchenski 
prohod Blvd. and Kosta Lulchev Street, 
about 2 km from the city center and 3 
km from Sofia International Airport. The 
building is located in a vibrant corporate 
and residential area, and in close proximity 
to many administrative and government 
institutions. A wide range of amenities 
are easily accessible from the building 
including the neighbouring Sky City 
shopping mall.

Public transport is located near BSR 
Building II with bus and tram stations 
within a short walking distance. The 
third metro line, currently underway, will 
pass nearby, with metro station Slatina 
being just few hundred meters from the 
building.
 
BSR Shuttle Bus runs several times in 
the morning and evening to Joliot-Curie 
metro station, thus servicing those tenants 
who use the existing underground metro 
system for their daily commute to work.



Design
At BSR Building II, performance and efficiency come together. Designed by Planning Ltd, 
the result is an environment which enhances business performance by providing some of 
the most flexible and exciting workspace in Sofia.

BSR Building II sets new standards for efficient and flexible workspace at every level,
offering some of the largest floor plates in Sofia, with natural light to every working place. 
Balconies on each floor will contribute to the functionality of the office and at the same 
time allow tenants to enjoy additional relax zones without losing precious time.

The rectangular shape of the building and column-free planning module makes floors 
easy to plan and occupy. With areas starting from 300 sqm and floor-to-ceiling glass 
height of 2.80 m allows all offices to be flooded with natural light. All floor plates can be 
sub-divided into two, three or four tenancies, with minimum loss of net area, thus allowing 
companies to forecast their growth within the building at regular stages.
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OFFICE SPACE 
Offices parameters: 
Building Rentable Area 17 300 sqm
Rentable area per floor 1 500 sqm

Office floor divisible up to 4 units per floor

Offices floor-to-ceiling height 2.80 m

PARKING
340 total number of car parking spaces 
30 car parking spaces for disabled users 

LIFTS
5 lifts serving high rise office floors
2 lifts serving the underground parking levels
Destination control system reducing 
passengers travel time

AIR CONDITIONING/MECHANICAL
4 pipe HVAC with individual temperature
control in every zone
Free cooling system providing energy
savings

ELECTRICAL
Two independent power supply lines

Diesel Generator
Capacity: 800 kVA (640 kW)
The generator is sized to support 100% of
Building II vital systems load, with possibility 
to  back up tenants’ work stations.

Low Voltage System
Two independent and separate routes and 
entry points to the building for ISPs

Technology & Quality
The well thought-out building high-tech specs will provide tenants with most modern 
technologies and functionality to ensure their workflow run smoothly 24/7.

Building features



Amenities
A great workspace should incorporate 
many amenities for its tenants. BSR Sofia 
One complex is already providing a food 
and beverage amenity at ground level of 
Building I. Retail premises on the ground 
floor in Building II will add to the mix of 
cafés and restaurants, offering even more 
choices to tenants. Moreover, both buildings 
neighbour the shopping center “Sky City”. 
This provides more services to occupiers, 
as the shopping mall offers 32 retail outlets, 
several cafés, restaurants, entertainment 
zone and “Fantastico” hypermarket.

The building is located in an area that is 
being transformed and energised, offering 
vibrant new amenities and outstanding 
connections to the rest of the capital and 
beyond.
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From the initial stages of the design process, 
the environmental impact of BSR Building 
II has been a key consideration. Our main 
goal is having sustainability and energy-
efficient building, aimed at the expectations 
of occupiers with a strong preference for 
environmental responsibility.

BSR Building II is under BREEAM rating 
assessment, adopting sustainable measures 
in the following aspects:

  Location near Mass Public Transport. 

  Intelligent Building Management System, 
zoned heating/lighting control and 
utilities sub-metering for each rental unit.

  Underground parking.  
The underground parking of the building 
reduces heat island effect.

  Green/Landscaped areas 
The landscaped areas around the 
building provide more pleasant work 
environment, absorb storm water and 
provide natural rain water filtration.

  Dual-flush toilets, which can reduce 
water usage of up to 67% compared to 
standard toilets.

  Natural ventilation (Operable windows) 
Natural ventilation provides fresh air and 
regulate indoor temperatures.

  Use of refrigerants with zero Ozone 
Depleting Potential. 

  High efficiency air-cooled chillers and 
heat recovery systems. 

  Carbon dioxide sensors in the parking, 
which provide control of ventilation, 
maintaining good air quality.

  Floor-to-ceiling glass windows for 
maximum natural light and visual comfort

Sustainability & 
     Environment



Team
INVESTOR | BSR Sofia AD

The project’s investor is BSR Sofia AD, its shareholders being:
Edmond de Rothschild Real Estate (Eastern Europe) S.C.A SICAR - one of the private equity arms of the 
prestigious Edmond de Rothschild Group. The Group is one of Europe’s leading private investment houses 
and has assets under management in excess of €100 billion.

City Realty AD (part of the Weiss Group) has comprehensive experience in various business areas, most 
notably real estate investments in Bulgaria, Romania, Georgia and Israel. 

ARCHITECT | Planning Ltd.

Planning Ltd is a leading architectural design company, led by architect Ilian Iliev. Planning has extensive 
experience in different branches of architectural design – ranging from residential projects through hotels, 
office buildings, trade centres and large-scale shopping malls.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR | Cordeel

Cordeel Bulgaria is a subsidiary of Cordeel Group, a Belgian construction company with over 1,000 
employees and turnover of more than € 400 million per year. The company is active on the markets in the 
Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, France, Bulgaria and Romania. Cordeel Bulgaria is active on the Bulgarian 
market as general contractor of office, industrial, logistics and commercial buildings.

For more information, please contact:
+ 359 2 870 04 09
+ 359 889 628 594
rent@bsrsofia.com
www.bsrsofia.com

BSR BUILDING II CELEBRATES EFFICIENCY,  
TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN. 

CONSIDER THE ADVANTAGES 
THIS NEW ADDRESS COULD BRING 
TO YOUR BUSINESS.

Disclaimer: This brochure has been prepared for advertising and general information only. BSR Sofia AD makes no guarantees, representations or 
warranties of any kind, express or implied, regarding the information including, but not limited to, warranties of content, accuracy and reliability. 
Any interested party should undertake their own inquires as to the accuracy of the information. BSR Sofia AD excludes unequivocally all inferred or 
implied terms, conditions and warranties arising out of this document and excludes all liability for loss and damages arising there from. This publi-
cations is the copyrighted property of BSR Sofia AD © 2016. All rights reserved.


